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Abstract

This work is devoted first to the derivation of the temperature field in an infinite medium constituted of an n-layered

isotropic spherical inclusion, embedded in a matrix subjected to a uniform temperature gradient at infinity, under

assumptions of no coupling between mechanical and thermal effects and of steady state conditions. These results lead to

an estimate of the effective thermal conductivity coefficient of an n-layered inclusion-reinforced material. The second

objective of this work is the derivation of the thermoelastic stress and strain fields in the same basic configuration but

now, a coupling between stress and thermal properties is considered and the infinite matrix is stress free and subjected to

a uniform change of temperature. These results and the solution of the same problem with a hydrostatic loading are

used to estimate the effective thermal expansion coefficient and the specific heats for heterogeneous inclusion-reinforced

materials. � 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of the present paper is to use an appropriate theory of thermoelasticity to deduce an es-
timate for the effective thermal conductivity, the effective thermal expansion coefficient and the specific
heats in terms of the constituent properties for composite materials with multiphase inclusions. Rosen
(1970) has shown that suitable thermoelastic energy functions can be expressed in terms of macroscopic (or
average) state variables and effective composite properties. The problem of relating effective mechanical
properties of linear elastic multiply coated inclusion-reinforced materials to constituent properties has al-
ready been solved (Herv�ee and Zaoui, 1993). In contrast, little can be found on the effective thermal be-
haviour of this type of composite materials. Nevertheless, for materials with other microstructures, bounds
on effective thermal expansion coefficients (Schapery, 1968; Rosen and Hashin, 1970) and on specific heats
(Rosen and Hashin, 1970) of anisotropic composites having any number of anisotropic phases (Rosen and
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Hashin, 1970) or having two or three isotropic phases (Schapery, 1968) have been derived by employing
extremum principles of thermoelasticity. However, in these papers, the connectedness of the matrix sur-
rounding the multiply layered inclusion cannot be taken into account. The exception is the work of Stolz
(1999) where the Hashin–Shtrikman bounding method is extended to the case of thermoelastic heteroge-
neous medium defined by representative morphological patterns. Note that Christensen (1979) takes also
into account the connectedness of the matrix but determines only the thermal conductivity and the thermal
expansion coefficient of two-phase materials.
The present paper extends the ‘‘ðnþ 1Þ-phase’’ model, already used in elasticity (Herv�ee and Zaoui, 1993,

1995a,b; Herv�ee et al., 1993; Herv�ee and Pell�eegrini, 1995), in viscoelasticity (Beurthey, 2000; Fen-Chong et al.,
1999; Alberola and Mele, 1994, 1997; Alberola and Benzarti, 1997, 1998), in viscoplasticity (Herv�ee et al.,
1995) and in elastoplasticity (Th�eebaud et al., 1992; Bornert et al., 1993, 1994), to thermal and thermoelastic
behaviours. The main results are estimates of the thermal conductivity, of the thermal expansion coefficient
and of the specific heats of multiply coated inclusion-reinforced composites.
In the following the studied configuration is composed of an n-layered isotropic spherical inclusion

surrounded by an infinite matrix (n is arbitrary). An explicit solution of the temperature field (Section 2) is
first proposed if a uniform temperature gradient is applied at infinity and no coupling is assumed between
mechanical and thermal effects. This solution is used for the definition of a ðnþ 1Þ-phase model providing
an estimate of the effective thermal conductivity. Then, the coupling between stress and thermal properties
is taken into account. We derive in Section 3 the thermoelastic stress and strain fields in such a configu-
ration, stress free and subjected to a uniform change of temperature. These results, completed by the stress
and strain fields for the same configuration subjected to a hydrostatic pressure (Herv�ee and Zaoui, 1993) are
used to construct a ðnþ 1Þ-phase model to predict the effective thermal expansion coefficient and the ef-
fective specific heats of multiply coated inclusion-reinforced composites. The effective thermal conductivity,
thermal expansion coefficient and specific heats are proved to be the coincident bounds for an isotropic
Hashin n-layered composite sphere assemblage (n-CSA) and can thus be derived by a recursive algorithm
(Stolz, 1999).

2. Thermal conductivity

2.1. n-Layered spherical inclusion problem

This section is concerned with the derivation, under assumptions of no coupling between mechanical and
thermal effects and of steady state conditions, of the temperature field in an infinite medium constituted of
an n-layered spherical inclusion, embedded in a matrix subjected to a uniform temperature rise at infinity.
For that purpose we define:

h ¼ T � T0; ð1Þ
where T0 is the base temperature and kgrad

���!
hk � 1. Each phase is assumed homogeneous and isotropic.

As in Herv�ee and Zaoui (1993) let us consider the following infinite medium. Phase 1 constitutes the
central core and phase (i) lies within the shell limited by the two concentric spheres with the radii Ri�1 and
Ri. Let (k ¼ kiI) be the thermal conductivity tensor of phase (i) (here i 2 ½1; nþ 1�, R0 ¼ 0 and Rnþ1 ! 1)
(Fig. 1), in which I is the second order unit tensor.
Spherical coordinate system ðr; h;/Þ with origin at the common centre of the above-mentioned spheres is

introduced with axial symmetry around x3-axis (x3 ¼ r cos h).
At infinity, the imposed condition is (Christensen, 1979):

hjr!1 ¼ bx3; ð2Þ
where xk are Cartesian coordinates and b is the temperature gradient ðb � 1Þ.
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The assumption kgrad
���!

hk � 1 permits the of use Fourier’s law of heat conduction

~qq ¼ �k grad
���!

h; ð3Þ
where ~qq represents the heat flux vector. With the additional assumption that there is no heat supply, the
heat conduction equation writes

div~qq ¼ 0: ð4Þ
From relations (3) and (4) we get the following governing equations for hðkÞ in each phase k

DhðkÞ ¼ 0; k 2 ½1; nþ 1�; ð5Þ
where the D operator in the spherical coordinate system reads:

D ¼ 1

r2
o

or
r2

o

or

� �
þ 1

r2 sin h
o

oh
sin h

o

oh

� �
: ð6Þ

Thus, the general solution of Eq. (5), for the non-zero temperature rise hðiÞ, which respects the remote
condition (2), is given in phase ðiÞ (Christensen, 1979) by

hðiÞ ¼ Air
�

þ Bi

r2

�
cos h; ð7Þ

where Ai and Bi are constants. The corresponding heat flux vector has for components:

qðiÞr ¼ �ki Ai

�
� 2Bi

r3

�
cos h; qðiÞh ¼ ki Ai

�
þ Bi

r3

�
sin h; qðiÞ/ ¼ 0; ð8Þ

Fig. 1. The n-layered spherical inclusion embedded in an infinite matrix.
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where the coefficient B1 must vanish to avoid a singularity at the origin and the constant Anþ1 is determined
by the imposed temperature rise at infinity:

hðnþ1Þ ! Anþ1x3 as r ! 1: ð9Þ

Using the condition (2) and relation (9) the following value for Anþ1 is obtained

Anþ1 ¼ b: ð10Þ

It is worth noticing that the imposed condition at infinity can also be of a flux-type

~qq ¼ �c~ee3 ð11Þ

and, in that case, we find

Anþ1 ¼
c

knþ1
: ð12Þ

The two conditions that result from the continuity of qr and h at the interface r ¼ Rk between phases ðkÞ and
ðk þ 1Þ are written in the form

HkðRkÞ~VVk ¼ Hkþ1ðRkÞ~VVkþ1 ð13Þ
where k 2 ½1; n�, ~VVk ¼ ðAk;BkÞ and Hk is the following matrix

HkðrÞ ¼
r 1

r2

kk �2 kk
r3

� �
: ð14Þ

The system of equation (13) is solved for ~VVkþ1 by means of the ‘‘transfer matrices’’ I
ðkÞ

~VVkþ1 ¼ IðkÞ~VVk; ð15Þ
with

IðkÞ ¼ H�1
kþ1ðRkÞHkðRkÞ: ð16Þ

From Eqs. (14) and (16), IðkÞ reads

IðkÞ ¼ 1

3kkþ1

2kkþ1 þ kk
2
R3k
ðkkþ1 � kkÞ

R3kðkkþ1 � kkÞ 2kk þ kkþ1

!
: ð17Þ

Therefore one gets

~VVkþ1 ¼
Y1
j¼k

IðjÞ~VV1 ¼ OðkÞ~VV1; ð18Þ

and, from Eq. (18) with B1 ¼ 0 we find

A1 ¼
1

OðnÞ
11

Anþ1: ð19Þ

Thus all the coefficients Ak and Bk can be expressed as:

Ak ¼
Oðk�1Þ
11

OðnÞ
11

Anþ1 k 2 ½1; n�;

Bk ¼
Oðk�1Þ
21

OðnÞ
11

Anþ1:

8><
>: ð20Þ
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2.2. Average temperature gradient and heat flux vector

From the solution derived in the previous section, the third component of the average temperature
gradient in each phase is easily calculated with the relation

hhðkÞ
;3 i ¼

1

Vk

Z
Vk

hðkÞ
;3 dV ¼ 1

Vk

Z
Sk

hðkÞn3 dS
�

�
Z
Sk�1

hðkÞn3 dS

: ð21Þ

In Eq. (21) Vk is the volume of the shell occupied by phase ðkÞ, limited by Sk�1 and Sk and n3 (n3 ¼ cos h)
denotes the third component of the unit outward normal to Sk�1 or Sk in a cartesian coordinate system (S0 is
the point r ¼ 0 and Snþ1 ! 1).
The average value hhðkÞ

;3 i is given by

hhðkÞ
;3 i ¼ Ak; ð22Þ

if condition (2) or condition (11) is prescribed at infinity. This average is also calculated in the whole n-
layered inclusion

hh;3i ¼ Anþ1

�
þ Bnþ1

R3n

�
: ð23Þ

Correspondingly, still with condition (2) or condition (11), the third component of the average of the heat
flux vector reads

hqðkÞ3 i ¼ �kkAk; ð24Þ
and is given in the whole n-layered inclusion by

hq3i ¼ �knþ1 Anþ1

��
þ Bnþ1

R3n

�
: ð25Þ

These solutions can be used if a true n-phase inclusion is considered in a well defined matrix whose thermal
conductivity coefficient knþ1 is known. It can also be used if knþ1 (named then keff ) denotes the effective
thermal conductivity coefficient of a composite material according to the (nþ 1)-phase model presented in
the next section.

2.3. A (nþ 1)-phase model

To determine the effective thermal conductivity coefficient of an isotropic composite material the
‘‘ðnþ 1Þ-phase model’’ is defined as follows: if condition (2) is imposed, the third component of the average
temperature gradient in the whole n-layered inclusion is the same as the third component of the macro-
scopic temperature gradient imposed to the composite medium at infinite ðhh;3i ¼ bÞ. From Eq. (23) this
condition reduces to

Bnþ1 ¼ 0: ð26Þ
Note that a similar self-consistent condition could be proposed from Eq. (25) and boundary condition

(11) for the heat flux vector.
Let us introduce the virtual work Q (Hashin, 1972):

Q ¼ �
Z Z Z

V
~qq � grad
���!

hdv: ð27Þ

Qcomp and Q0 are the virtual works calculated over the composite configuration shown in Fig. 1 and over a
second configuration. This second configuration is a body identical to the first one except that the inclusion
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is replaced by the equivalent homogeneous material characterized by keff . Following the same treatment as
the one used in (Christensen, 1979) for the elastic energy we can show that:

Qcomp ¼ Q0 �
Z Z

Sn

ðq0
!

h �~qqh0Þ �~nndS ð28Þ

where q0
!
and h0 designate the field variables calculated in the homogeneous configuration and~qq, h the ones

calculated in the composite configuration. Sn denotes the surface of the composite inclusion and the sign in
front of the integral in Eq. (28) depends on the conditions specified on the outer boundary (imposed heat
flux vector or imposed temperature). Combining Eqs. (7) and (8) in the self-consistent condition Qcomp ¼ Q0

yields also relation (26).
The effective thermal conductivity, keff , contributes only to the matrix I ðnÞ so that relation (18) is modified

to read

~VVnþ1 ¼ IðnÞ
Y1

j¼n�1
IðjÞ~VV1 ¼ IðnÞOðn�1Þ~VV1: ð29Þ

Relation (17) is now substituted in Eq. (29) for I ðnÞ with knþ1 ¼ keff so that Bnþ1 reads

Bnþ1 ¼
1

3k
R3nðk

eff
h

� knÞOðn�1Þ
11 þ ð2kn þ keffÞOðn�1Þ

21

i
ð30Þ

Setting Bnþ1 to zero provides the effective thermal conductivity coefficient

keff ¼
kn Oðn�1Þ

11 R3n � 2O
ðn�1Þ
21

h i
R3nO

ðn�1Þ
11 þ Oðn�1Þ

21

: ð31Þ

A recursive algorithm could be invoked to obtain the same result. keffðiÞ denotes the effective thermal con-
ductivity coefficient associated with a ðiþ 1Þ-phase model. Then the following relation relates keffðiÞ and keffði�1Þ

keffðiÞ ¼ ki þ
ki

R3i�1
R3i

ki

keffði�1Þ�ki
þ 1

3

R3i �R3i�1
R3i

� � : ð32Þ

If i ¼ 2 this equation (with keffð1Þ ¼ k1) yields the effective conductivity coefficient which was obtained by
Hashin and Shtrikman (1962). It is the coincident bounds of a CSA with the volume fraction R31=R

3
2. The

recursive algorithm can be summarized as follows: any ‘‘two-phase inner spheres’’ in the n-layered CSA, is
replaced by a homogeneous one with the coefficient keffð2Þ. Second, the three-layered CSA is considered as a
two-layered one with the coefficient keffð2Þ in the central core with the volume fraction R32=R

3
3 and k3 in the

external layer within R2 and R3. These two steps are repeated until the increment i reaches the number n of
phases considered in the CSA. The same results are applicable to electrical conductivity, magnetic per-
meability, dielectric constant and diffusivity values.

3. Thermal expansion coefficient and specific heats

3.1. n-Layered spherical inclusion problem

3.1.1. Determination of the strain and stress fields
Let us consider the problem of an infinite medium constituted of a n-layered isotropic spherical inclu-

sion, embedded in a stress-free matrix subjected to a prescribed temperature h ¼ h0 as shown in Fig. 1, with
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coupling between stress and thermal properties. This section is concerned with the derivation of the tem-
perature and of the displacement fields for all point of this configuration. Under steady state conditions,
assuming that there is no heat supply, the heat conduction law takes the simple form

DhðiÞ ¼ 0; i 2 ½1; nþ 1�; ð33Þ

where hðiÞ denotes the temperature rise in phase ðiÞ. Let ðli; ki; aiÞ be respectively the shear modulus, the
bulk modulus and thermal expansion coefficient of phase (i). The equilibrium equation in phase ðiÞ reads

3ki þ li

3
grad
���!

ðdiv~uuÞ þ li
~rr~uu� 3kiai grad

���!
hðiÞ ¼ 0: ð34Þ

The problem has spherical symmetry and is thus one-dimensional. The solution, for the non-zero tem-
perature field hðiÞ of Eq. (34) is given in phase ðiÞ by

hðiÞðrÞ ¼ Ci

�
þ Di

r

�
ð35Þ

where the coefficient D1 must vanish to avoid the singularity at the origin. The constant Cnþ1 is determined
by the prescribed condition at infinity:

Cnþ1 ¼ h0: ð36Þ

The interface conditions require the continuity of the temperature h and of the normal heat flux ~qq �~nn, ~nn
denotes the normal vector at the interface. It follows that

Di ¼ 0 and Ci ¼ Cnþ1 ¼ h0 8 i 2 ½1; nþ 1� ð37Þ

and therefore

hðrÞ ¼ h0 8 r: ð38Þ

Now, combining Eqs. (34) and (38) and using the spherical symmetry, one obtains

div~uu ¼ 0 ð39Þ

which admits for solution for the non-zero displacement component uðiÞr

uðiÞr ¼ Fir þ
Gi

r2
: ð40Þ

Then, the corresponding stresses are found to be

rðiÞ
rr ¼ 3kiFi �

4li

r3
Gi � 3kiaih0;

rðiÞ
hh ¼ rðiÞ

// ¼ 3kiFi þ
2li

r3
Gi � 3kiaih0;

ð41Þ

while all other stress components vanish. Let us set ~VVk ¼ ðFk;GkÞ, k 2 ð1; nÞ; the continuity conditions for rrr

and ur at the interface r ¼ Rk are written in the form

JkðRkÞ~VVk þ h0~LLk ¼ Jkþ1ðRkÞ ~VVkþ1 þ h0~LLkþ1; ð42Þ

where ~LLk ¼ ð0;�3kkakÞ ðk 2 ½1; n�Þ and Ji is the following matrix (Herv�ee and Zaoui, 1993)

JiðrÞ ¼
r 1

r2

3ki �4 li
r3

� �
: ð43Þ

The solution of the system of equation (42) is
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~VVkþ1 ¼ NðkÞ~VVk þ h0J
�1
kþ1ðRkÞð~LLk �~LLkþ1Þ; ð44Þ

where NðkÞ is given by

NðkÞ ¼ J�1kþ1ðRkÞJkðRkÞ: ð45Þ

Substituting for JiðrÞ from Eq. (43) into Eq. (45) yields

NðkÞ ¼ 1

3kkþ1 þ 4lkþ1

3kk þ 4lkþ1
4
R3k
ðlkþ1 � lkÞ

3ðkkþ1 � kkÞR3k 3kkþ1 þ 4lk

!
: ð46Þ

Therefore one gets

~VVkþ1 ¼ QðkÞ~VV1 þ h0M
ðkþ1Þ ¼

Y1
j¼k

NðjÞ~VV1 þ h0~MM ðkþ1Þ; ð47Þ

with

~MM ðkþ1Þ ¼ 3ðkkþ1akþ1 � kkakÞ
3kkþ1 þ 4lkþ1

1
�R3k

� �
þ
Xk�1
i¼1

3ðkiþ1aiþ1 � kiaiÞ
3kiþ1 þ 4liþ1

Yiþ1
j¼k

NðjÞ

!
1

�R3i

� �
; ð48Þ

with k 2 ð1; nÞ, ~MM ð1Þ ¼~00 and Qð0Þ ¼ I.
Making use of relation (47), with G1 ¼ 0, we find

F1 ¼
Fnþ1 � h0M

ðnþ1Þ
1

QðnÞ
11

: ð49Þ

Thus all the coefficients Fk, Gk are

Fk ¼
Qðk�1Þ
11

QðnÞ
11

Fnþ1 þ h0
QðnÞ
11

M ðkÞ
1 QðnÞ

11 �M ðnþ1Þ
1 Qðk�1Þ

11

h i
k 2 ½1; n�;

Gk ¼
Qðk�1Þ
21

QðnÞ
11

Fnþ1 þ h0
QðnÞ
11

M ðkÞ
2 QðnÞ

11 �M ðnþ1Þ
1 Qðk�1Þ

21

h i
:

8><
>: ð50Þ

The infinite matrix being stress free (rrr ¼ 0 at infinity), it results from Eq. (41) that

Fnþ1 ¼ anþ1h0: ð51Þ

Then, from Eqs. (50) and (51)

Fk ¼ h0
QðnÞ
11

½anþ1Q
ðk�1Þ
11 þM ðkÞ

1 QðnÞ
11 �M ðnþ1Þ

1 Qðk�1Þ
11 � k 2 ½1; n�;

Gk ¼ h0
QðnÞ
11

½anþ1Q
ðk�1Þ
21 þM ðkÞ

2 QðnÞ
11 �M ðnþ1Þ

1 Qðk�1Þ
21 �:

8<
: ð52Þ

Consequently, from Eqs. (40), (41) and (52) the displacement field ~uuðiÞ and the corresponding stresses are
calculated for a prescribed temperature rise at infinity.

3.1.2. Average strains and stresses
From these solutions, the average strain and stress tensor in each phase are now calculated following

(Herv�ee and Zaoui, 1993). The average strain tensor in phase ðiÞ is given by

h�ðiÞi ¼ Fi½~ee1 �~ee1 þ~ee2 �~ee2 þ~ee3 �~ee3� ð53Þ

where ~ee1, ~ee2 and ~ee3 denote the unit vectors if the configuration under study is referred to a cartesian-
coordinate system. We obtain therefrom the average strain in the whole n-layered inclusion
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h�i ¼ Fnþ1

�
þ Gnþ1

R3n

�
½~ee1 �~ee1 þ~ee2 �~ee2 þ~ee3 �~ee3� ¼ anþ1h0

�
þ Gnþ1

R3n

�
½~ee1 �~ee1 þ~ee2 �~ee2 þ~ee3 �~ee3�:

ð54Þ

Similarly, the average stress tensor in phase ðiÞ is given by

hrðiÞi ¼ 3kiðFi � aih0Þ½~ee1 �~ee1 þ~ee2 �~ee2 þ~ee3 �~ee3�; ð55Þ

and it follows that the average stress in the whole n-layered inclusion, according to Eq. (51), takes the final
form

hri ¼ �4 lnþ1
R3n

Gnþ1: ð56Þ

3.2. Thermal expansion coefficient

In order to determine the thermal expansion coefficient of a multiply coated inclusion-reinforced
composite, let us consider the problem described in Section 2.1 but now the infinite matrix is both subjected
to uniform stress conditions at infinity (T0

!¼ R~nnÞ and to a prescribed temperature (h ¼ h0) (Fig. 2). We can
split this problem (P ) into two elementary problems (P 0) and (P r) which have been studied in Herv�ee and
Zaoui (1993) and in Section 3.1 respectively.
In this section, ðlnþ1; knþ1; anþ1Þ are called ðleff ; keff ; aeffÞ. These three scalars denote the effective shear

modulus, bulk modulus and thermal expansion tensor according to the ðnþ 1Þ-phase model defined in
Herv�ee and Zaoui (1993) for leff and keff and hereafter for aeff .

Fig. 2. Decomposition of the problem ðPÞ into two elementary problems ðP 0Þ and ðP rÞ.
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The stress field r0ðxÞ is related to the prescribed stress R by the stress-concentration tensor BðxÞ which
can be determined by means of the results of a previous paper (Herv�ee and Zaoui, 1993)

r0ðxÞ ¼ BðxÞ : R; ð57Þ
where (:) stands for the second-order inner product (r : � ¼ rij�ij). We define aeff (according to the ðnþ 1Þ-
phase model) as the following link between the average strain EF in the whole n-layered inclusion and the
prescribed temperature

EF ¼ h�rðxÞiVI ¼ aeffh0: ð58Þ

This means that the composite inclusion behaves as the surrounding equivalent homogeneous medium. VI
denotes the volume of the n-layered inclusion. It follows from anþ1 ¼ aeff and from Eq. (54) that

Gnþ1 ¼ 0: ð59Þ
Application of result (38) leads to the following expression

�rðxÞ ¼ aðxÞh0 þ s : rrðxÞ; ð60Þ
where s is the elastic compliance.
In Herv�ee and Zaoui (1993) it had been shown that

hr0iVI ¼ R: ð61Þ

Therefore, accounting for Eq. (57), it can be inferred that

hBiVI ¼ I; ð62Þ

where I denotes the fourth order unit tensor.
The result given by Levin (1968) leads to the following relation:

aeff ¼ ha : Bi: ð63Þ
Combining anþ1 ¼ aeff and Eq. (62) yields

aeff ¼ limV!1
VI
V ha : BiVI þ

V�VI
V aeff : hBiV�VI

� �
aeff ¼ limV!1

VI
V ha : BiVI þ

V�VI
V aeff

� �
;

8<
: ð64Þ

and aeff finally reduces to:

aeff ¼ ha : BiVI : ð65Þ

Each phase is isotropic, therefore aeff ¼ aeffI, aðxÞ ¼ aðxÞI and

aeff ¼ 1

3
haðxÞBiikkiVI : ð66Þ

It is worth noting that when R ¼ ðr0=3ÞI, BiikkðxÞ may be derived by means of

TrðrðxÞÞ ¼ BiikkðxÞ
r0
3

ð67Þ

and then, by using Eqs. (15) and (34) and results in Herv�ee and Zaoui (1993) Biikk is given in phase ðlÞ by

Biikk ¼
3Qðl�1Þ

11

QðnÞ
11

kl
keff

: ð68Þ

Consequently, the effective thermal expansion coefficient is provided by the relation
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aeff ¼ 1

QðnÞ
11 keff

Xn

i¼1
ciaikiQ

ði�1Þ
11 ð69Þ

where ci denotes the volume fraction of phase ðiÞ.
As in the case of the thermal conductivity, it can be noticed that if aeffðiÞ denotes the effective thermal ex-

pansion coefficient associated with a ðiþ 1Þ-phase model we get the following relation between aeffðnÞ and aeffðn�1Þ

aeffðnÞ ¼
R3n�1
R3n

aeffðn�1Þ þ 1

�
� R3n�1

R3n

�
an þ � � � þ

4ln
R3n�1
R3n

1� R3n�1
R3n

� �
keffðn�1Þ � kn
� �2

3kn þ 4lnð Þkeffðn�1Þ þ 4ln 1� R3n�1
R3n

� �
kn � keffðn�1Þ

� � aeffðn�1Þ
�

� an

�
:

ð70Þ

3.3. Illustrative examples

The above results allow us to better understand the problem of debonding along the two interfaces
(interface inclusion/coated-phase here represented by r ¼ R1 and coated-phase/matrix here represented by
r ¼ R2) of the interphase of a coated inclusion-reinforced composites. For that purpose Eqs. (41), (52) and
(69) and the results for keff and leff known from Herv�ee and Zaoui (1993) are used to determine the nor-
malized radial stress ðrrr=h0k3a3Þ, along the two above-mentioned interfaces, due to an uniform temperature
rise h0. Fig. 3 gives this normalized stress in terms of the normalized bulk modulus ðk2=k3Þ of the interface.
The analytical results show that these radial stresses depend linearly on the thermal expansion coefficient of
the interphase ðrrrðR1Þ=h0k3a3 ¼ a1a2=a3 þ b1 and rrrðR2Þ=h0k3a3 ¼ a2a2=a3 þ b2Þ. These four parameters
are reported in Fig. 4a and b in terms of the normalized bulk modulus ðk2=k3Þ of the interphase. The
illustrative examples (Figs. 3 and 4) prove that these models are easily tractable not only to predict the
global behaviour of multiply coated inclusion-reinforced composites but also to determine some local
major values, for instance here the sign of rrr and so the debonding along the interfaces.

3.4. Specific heats

We now determine the effective specific heats for a multiply coated inclusion-reinforced composite. For
that purpose, let us consider the configuration ðPrÞ described in Fig. 2 where Cvi denotes the specific heat,
per unit volume at constant volume in phase ðiÞ and Ceff

v the effective specific heat of the infinite matrix
according to the ðnþ 1Þ-phase model defined hereafter.
For small strain and small temperature changes, the isotropic Helmholtz free energy density F per unit

volume is defined as (Rosen, 1970):

F ¼ 1

2
� : C : �þ C : �h � 1

2
Cvh

2; ð71Þ

where C is the tensor of elastic moduli, � the strain tensor, C the thermal stress tensor, h the temperature
which are related to the stress tensor r and to the thermal expansion tensor a by

� ¼ s : r þ ah ð72Þ
and

C ¼ �C : a: ð73Þ
Note that in the definition of F the term involving Cv has a sign reversal from those in Rosen (1970), to be
consistent with the classical thermodynamical derivations. T0Cv=q denotes here the specific heat at constant
deformation.
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Consequently, F may be represented analogously to expression (71) in the form

F ¼ 1

2
r : �þ 1

2
C : �h � 1

2
Cvh

2: ð74Þ

From Rosen (1970) we know that the average free energy density may be expressed in the following fashion

F ¼ 1

2
r : �þ 1

2
Ceff : �h0 � 1

2
Ceff

v h2: ð75Þ

where f ¼ 1
V

R R R
V f dV and where Ceff

v is the unknown effective specific heat.
Let Fcomp be the free energy calculated over the composite configuration described in Fig. 5 and let F0 be

the free energy defined in a body identical with the one just specified, except that the inclusion is replaced by
the homogeneous material characterized by ðleff ; keff ; aeff ;Ceff

v Þ.
Accounting for the boundary conditions ~TT0 ¼~00 at infinity we find:

lim
V!1

1

2

Z Z Z
V

r : � ¼ lim
V!1

Z Z
oV
~uu �~TT0 dS ¼ 0; ð76Þ

and Fcomp and F0 are then expressed as

Fcomp ¼
1

2

Z Z Z
V
ðC : �h0 � Cvh

2
0ÞdV ð77Þ

and

Fig. 3. Normalized radial stress rrr=h0k3a3 along the interface inclusion/coated-phase (r ¼ R1) and along the interface coated-phase/
matrix here (r ¼ R2) of the coated phase (phase 2) of a composite material made of coated inclusions versus the normalized bulk
modulus (k2=k3) of the coated phase with k1=k3 ¼ 2. The Young moduli in the different phases are m1 ¼ 0:17, m2 ¼ m3 ¼ 0:3, the nor-
malized thermal expansion coefficients are given by a1=a3 ¼ 1:5 and a2=a3 ¼ 3. The volume fractions are given by C1 þ C2 ¼ 0:35 and

C1 ¼ 0:88ðC1 þ C2Þ.
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Fig. 4. Normalized radial stress rrr=h0k3a3 along the interface inclusion/coated-phase (r ¼ R1) and along the interface coated-phase/
matrix here (r ¼ R2) of the coated phase (phase 2) of a composite material made of coated inclusions versus the normalized bulk
modulus (k2=k3) of the coated phase and subjected to an uniform temperature rise h0. (rrrðR1Þ=h0k3a3 ¼ a1a2=a3 þ b1 and

rrrðR2Þ=h0k3a3 ¼ a2a2=a3 þ b2). The slopes (a1 and a2) are reported in Fig. 4 (a) and the values of rrr=h0k3a3 for a2=a3 ¼ 0 are reported

in Fig. 4(b). k1=k3 ¼ 2. The Young moduli in the different phases are m1 ¼ 0:17, m2 ¼ m3 ¼ 0:3, the normalized thermal expansion
coefficient in phase 1 is a1=a3 ¼ 1:5 and the volume fractions are given by C1 þ C2 ¼ 0:35 and C1 ¼ 0:88ðC1 þ C2Þ.

Fig. 5. Self-consistent energy condition.
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F0 ¼
1

2

Z Z Z
V
ðCeff : �0h0 � Ceff

v h20ÞdV ; ð78Þ

with �0 ¼ aeffh0.
It is worth noticing that Fcomp � F0 can be split into two parts

Fcomp � F0 ¼
1

2

Z Z Z
V
ðC : �� Ceff : �0Þh0 dV þ 1

2

Z Z Z
V
ðCeff

v � CvÞh20 dV : ð79Þ

The isotropy of all materials implies

C : � ¼ Cij�ij ¼ �Cijklakl�ij ¼ �3kaTr�: ð80Þ
Thanks to Eq. (40), Tr� is given in phase ðiÞ by

Tr� ¼ 3Fi ð81Þ
and consequently

1

2

Z Z Z
V
ðC : �� Ceff : �0Þh0 dV ¼ 9

2

Xnþ1
i¼1

Z Z Z
Vi

ðkeffaeffFnþ1 � KiaiFiÞh0 dV : ð82Þ

Given that knþ1 ¼ keff , anþ1 ¼ aeff and Cv ¼ Ceff
v in the matrix around the composite inclusion, Fcomp � F0

finally becomes

Fcomp � F0 ¼
1

2

Xn

i¼1

Z Z Z
Vi

9 keffaeffFnþ1
��

� KiaiFi

�
h0 þ ðCeff

v

�
� CviÞh20

��
dV : ð83Þ

Our criterion for determining the effective specific heat Ceff
v is to set

Fcomp � F0 ¼ 0: ð84Þ
It turns out that Ceff

v is then completely determined and the combination of Eqs. (83) and (84) yields

Ceff
v ¼ Cvh iVI �

9

h0
keffaeffFnþ1

"
�
Xn

i¼1
KiaiFi

#
: ð85Þ

Substituting Eqs. (52) and (51) into Eq. (85) and accounting for anþ1 ¼ aeff provides

Ceff
v ¼ Cvh iVI � 9 keffðaeffÞ2

(
�
Xn

i¼1

cikiai

QðnÞ
11

aeff
�h

�M ðnþ1Þ
1

�
Qði�1Þ
11 þM ðiÞ

1 QðnÞ
11

i)
; ð86Þ

and it follows from Eq. (69) that Ceff
v can be put finally in the form

Ceff
v ¼ Cvh iVI � 9 keffaeffM ðnþ1Þ

1

(
�
Xn

i¼1
cikiaiM

ðiÞ
1

)
: ð87Þ

Note that, as for the thermal conductivity and for the thermal expansion coefficient, if Ceff
vðiÞ
denotes the

effective specific heat associated with a ðiþ 1Þ-phase model, we get the following relation between Ceff
vðnÞ
and

Ceff
vðn�1Þ

Ceff
vðnÞ

¼ R3n�1
R3n

Ceff
vðn�1Þ

þ 1

�
� R3n�1

R3n

�
Cvn �

27
R3n�1
R3n

R3n�1
R3n

� 1
� �

keffðn�1Þa
eff
ðn�1Þ � knan

� �2
3kn þ 4ln þ 3 1� R3n�1

R3n

� �
keffðn�1Þ � kn
� � : ð88Þ

If n ¼ 2, this equation with ðCeff
vð1Þ

¼ Cv1Þ provides the effective specific heat which is given by (Stolz, 1999)
for a two-phase CSA (with a different sign in the definition of Cv).
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Let T0Cp=q be the specific heat per unit volume at constant stress. The effective specific heats (Ceff
v and

Ceff
p ) are related (Rosen, 1970; Christensen, 1979) by the following expression

Ceffp � Ceffv ¼ aeff : Ceff : aeff ; ð89Þ

and, since we consider isotropic behaviours, the above-mentioned relation becomes

Ceff
p � Ceff

v ¼ 9keffðaeffÞ2: ð90Þ

4. Results and conclusion

The aim of this paper was to extend the field of possible application of the ðnþ 1Þ-phase model to
multiply coated inclusion-reinforced composite having a thermal or a thermoelastic behaviour. In order to
prove the tractability of these models, illustrative examples of the influence of an interphase lying between
the particles and the matrix of a particle-reinforced composite material are given in Figs. 6–8. In the first
and third case the volume fraction of the coating phase is varying from 0 up to the total initial volume
fraction of the particles (for different values of the interphase conductivity coefficient in the first case and for
different values of the thermal expansion coefficient in the third case). In the second case the volume
fraction of the coating and particle phases are fixed but both the thermal expansion coefficient and the bulk
modulus of the coating phase are varying.

Fig. 6. Normalized effective conductivity coefficient keff=k3 of a composite material, made of coated inclusions versus the volume
fraction (C2) of the coated phase (phase 2) for different values of a ¼ k2=k3 (1 denotes the inclusion and 3 the matrix). k1=k3 ¼ 6,

C1 þ C2 ¼ 0:2.
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These results can also be used to determine the overall behaviour of material with gradient of properties
by discretization as already done in Herv�ee and Zaoui (1995a) in order to predict the effective behaviour of
fibre-reinforced composite having an accommodating interphase.

Fig. 8. Normalized difference of the effective specific heat with the average of the specific heats of each phase of a composite material,

made of coated inclusions versus the volume fraction (C2) of the coated phase (phase 2) for different values of a2=a3 (3 denotes the
matrix). k1=k3 ¼ 2, k2=k3 ¼ 0:1, m1 ¼ 0:17, m2 ¼ m3 ¼ 0:3, a1=a3 ¼ 1:5, C1 þ C2 ¼ 0:2.

Fig. 7. Normalized effective thermal expansion coefficient a=a1 of a composite material, made of coated inclusions. The volume fraction
of the inclusion (phase 1) and of the coated phase (phase 2) are respectively 0.1 and 0.01 and the elastic behaviours of the different

phases are characterized by k1=l3 ¼ 15, l1=l3 ¼ 7, k3=l3 ¼ 2, l2=l3 ¼ 4, a3=a1 ¼ 10.
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It is worth noting that the form of these results allows to use a recursive algorithm to determine the
effective thermal conductivity, the effective thermal expansion coefficient and the effective specific heats of a
composite material according to the ðnþ 1Þ-phase model.
Moreover, Figs. 3 and 4 prove that all these results are very useful to determine some major local pa-

rameters such as the radial stress along the interfaces of a coated phase around the inclusion. The problem
of debonding along the interfaces of the coated phase is often meet in the case of fibre-reinforced com-
posites. The extension of such a study to multiply coated fibre-reinforced composites should bring inter-
esting answers to a lot of practical problems.
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